2001 chevy silverado brake line routing

In , a class-action lawsuit was filed as rusted brake lines were leading to brake failure and
causing accidents. However, the AlGal coating, which is a form of aluminum paint, was easily
damaged or worn down from normal tire kick-up. In , with the GMT line, Chevy upgraded the
brake line coating to a NyGal coating which was made of plastic and significantly thicker than
the previous AlGal coating. Corrosion can lead to break lines leaking fluid, with the end result
being the brakes not working very well, or hardly at all. Additionally, portions of the GMT brake
lines are made of rubber. Over time through normal wear and tear, this rubber can get deformed
and cause air pockets in the lines when pressed. The end result is not enough brake fluid
getting to the calipers for the brakes to function properly. Brake lines can go bad as early as 50,
miles, or as late as , miles. If you live in a salt state, we recommend changing the brake lines
approx. I have a Sierra. Every now and then, quite rare, when I push the brake pedal, I have a
real hard brake, not to push down, but it stops and is like pushing against a brick wall, and it
has no brakes, it just keeps rolling. Once I release the brake pedal and press the pedal again it
will stop normally. Any Ideas? This line will break down over time become weak and kink up at
the rear most part of the hose whereby there will be no vacuum going to the booster resulting in
a very hard pedal. Your email address will not be published. Notify me of follow-up comments
by email. Notify me of new posts by email. Our site is all about Chevy Trucks, from the classics
to today. We post engine problems guides, reliability guides, performance upgrades, lift kits,
suspension, you name it. Comments I have a Sierra. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email
address will not be published. Footer About ChevyTrucks. Search Search the site Legal Pages
Privacy Policy. Privacy Policy. About two years ago, in , I noticed make brake lines were
severely rusted. As I drove a short distance to the local store, my brake pedal went to the floor.
At that time, I also replaced the brake line hoses to the calipers, as well. The stainless steel lines
should last as long as I own the truck, and should never rust out again! I've owned many
vehicles since , and none have ever had rusted out brake lines. Thanks GM for installing inferior
brake lines cheap steel that could have resulted in an injury or death! How much did you save
using these crappy lines on vehicles? I bought this truck new, but it's the last new GM I'll ever
buy. Toyota Tundra may be the way to go, for me, next time! I live in a section of town where
there are numerous, steep hills. On the way home, I began braking to keep below the 35mph
speed limit, and the brakes went way further down than normal, but the truck slowed down.
Since I was very close to home, I kept going on my way very slowly. I downshifted all the way
down to first gear the next time I needed to brake at my house , this time the brake went all the
way to the floor and finally stopped when I was standing on the brake pedal with both feet. Upon
looking under the rear of the car, I discovered the rusty brake line that had ruptured, and several
other brake lines and fuel lines that were very rusty as well. Started truck, went to put in gear
and brake pedal went clear to floor. Upon inspection, the line that went from the ABS module up
to the right front brake had ruptured small pin hole. All the brake lines on the truck are about
rusted through. This rupture left me with no brakes on the truck. Luckily it happened in a
parking lot while putting in gear instead of while trying to brake on the roads. Brake lines rusted
out between abs unit and front brakes and master cylinder. Pedal went to floor unexpectedly. It
happened close to home so I could make it back using emergency brake. Never had this happen
even on old chevies restarted after sitting in the weeds for years. Chevy needs a recall!!! Chevy
has failed to put a water blocking substance below the piston dust seal, consequently the
piston rusts to the caliper. The rebuilt units have grease below the dust seal. Also the parking
brake design uses a single shoe within a drum that is part of the rear rotor. This design is a one
shoe version of the 2 shoe drum within a rotor in my Corvette; a failed design from day one. The
shoe hangs up and wears out and in a few years wears the shoe out. The new Silverado just has
rear drum brakes now. Do not solve the problem, avoid it. I got a brake bleed kit and 4 wheel
flushed out all the old water clouded brake fluid till it ran clear 1 quart of fluid. When will they
use silicon fluid that rejects water and can even run at higher temps? I was backing down a
steep,narrow driveway when the brake pedal went to the floor! Brake lines are rusting out as
well as the power steering line. This morning on my way into work my brakes failed. As if this
wasn't bad enough, I was going down a hill into a town when it happened. I've never had
anything like this happen before so it scared the life out of me. Thankfully I was only two
minutes from work when this happened so I called and had the local mechanic come and get it
to fix the line. I think Chevy should take more responsibility for the quality of product they put
out. I checked online for other complaints about this particular problem just to make sure it
wasn't some kind of quirk. Not only do I have to replace all the rest of the brake lines because of
rust-rot I also have to replace all of my gas lines - which run right along side of the brake lines.
That's a pretty hefty maintenance bill to have to pay two months before the holidays. I'd like to
see a recall on this. I'm sure other folks have had this problem too. Again, probably my fault but
this IS a poor design by GM engineers. The brake line to the back brakes is exposed between

the cab and bed of the truck. I got mulch from hauling in between the cab and bed and it sat
there, got wet, and rusted out the line. Luckily, I was at work in the parking lot when it popped
and got a tow or else I might not be writing this. Remedy- Keep the area between the cab and
bed clean. I use a cheap air compressor extension from Harbor Freight to blow out this area
every so often. Due to low mileage, year of vehicle and total loss of braking, this is a major
issue that should be address by Chevrolet. Just today I talked with an owner of a Silverado who
had the same problem happen yesterday. I've looked on the internet high and low with little or
no comments about this issue. I feel there are more owners with the same problem, but they
have not published it yet. If you had this problem, please let your voice be heard. Hopefully
Chevrolet with post it as a bulletin and then have a recall. If you experience this problem, be
sure to save your service shop receipts, so if there is a recall. The receipts will be required for
reimbursement. If you have a for-profit service, contact us. Most Common Solutions: replace
brake lines 8 reports not sure 2 reports keep the area between cab and bed clean! Find
something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this page.
Helpful websites No one has added a helpful site for this Silverado problem yet. Be the first!
Find a good Chevrolet mechanic Read reviews of repair shops in your area. Enter your zip code:
A free service from CarTalk. Send Comment Add Complaint. What's the point of complaining..
Search CarComplaints. Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:. Remove
carefully trying not to spill fuel around any other rubber lines replace in reverse order as
removed. Manufactured and inspected in oem level in house facilities. Chevy tahoe rear rusted
brake line replacement how to remove a rusted brake line how to install a brake line. This site
will tel you about silverado brake line diagram prices silverado brake line diagram redesign and
silverado brake line diagram reviews. Chevrolet tahoe is a small metal canister that is
connected to the fuel line it is located near the vehicles master brake cylinder on the drivers
side of the engine near the firewall. Equip cars trucks suvs with chevrolet tahoe brake lines and
hoses from autozone. Covers broad array of import and domestic makes and models. Dorman
dorman stainless steel hydraulic brake line kits compare brake lines hydraulic front and rear
stainless steel natural cadillac chevy gmc kit. One front drivers side and the main line feeding
the rear brakes. We have the best products at the right price. Four years later they ruptured at
the weld line. Delphi dbc 7 abs antilock brakes chevy avalanche brake line diagram wiring
source how to replace do a rear brake job 05 chevy cavalier pontiac fuse box diagram chevy
tracker your owner manual. Provides secure fit and anti leak protection. Since centric parts has
supplied the automotive aftermarket with high quality replacement brake parts. Need abs pump
brake line schematic for the pump two on bottom three on top on a silverado
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4wd. This site will tel you about brake line diagram silverado prices brake line diagram
silverado redesign and brake line diagram silverado reviews. Need brake line diagram for
Silverado. Where do brake lines enter the ABS controller on Pics of brake line routing?
Chevrolet Silverado Questions - brake lines - CarGurus. Brake line diagrams gmc sierra.
Cadillac brake line. Chevrolet Tahoe 5. I am having problems with my ABS in my Tahoe. The
ABS. Valve - Anti-lock brake system. Sierra - Silverado soft spongy brake Pedal , Installing.
Chevrolet Tahoe 4. Posting Komentar. Gm said there is no trouble with their brake lines but on
new trucks they are plastic coated just like the two lines going to my rear wheel cylinders on my
sierra. Where do brake lines enter the ABS controller on Pics of brake line routing? Bagikan
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